Tesla, Inc (TSLA)
Detecting “Potential” Fraud in Real-Time
Q3-2018

March 19, 2019

What’s Our Goal Today?

Timing is everything in fraud detection. The longer
frauds continue, the more victims they create.
Today’s Goal
1) Identify a business (spoiler alert – Tesla)
exhibiting contextual risk factors
suggesting an elevated risk of fraud.
2) Analyze a recent financial statement
of that business for red flags
suggesting aggressive (or fraudulent)
accounting practices.
PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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What Isn’t Our Goal Today (& a Disclosure)?
Disclosure: My fund is “short” Tesla via long put options and bear put spreads. It is reasonable
to consider me biased against Tesla (though I do my best to manage this bias)…

http://www.theoptionsguide.com

http://www.theoptionsguide.com

… However, our goal today is not to
thoroughly cover the entire short thesis.
Focus will be on the fraud / earnings
management case, not valuation.
PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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The “Potential” Fraudster – Tesla Inc (TSLA)
Electric car manufacturer founded in 2003. Elon Musk early investor + becomes CEO in 2008. Opened
Fremont, CA factory in 2010 (auto assembly) + Gigafactory 1 in Nevada in 2016 (battery and sub-assembly).
Three current vehicles (not including discontinued Roadster)…
• Model S (luxury sedan) – Launched 2012, $80K - $110K.
• Model X (luxury crossover) – Launched in 2015, $90K - $115K.
• Model 3 (affordable sedan) – Launched 2017, $35K - $70K.
Tesla’s model is vertically integrated from vehicle production to direct to consumer sales and service (rather than
using dealer network). Additionally, Tesla vehicles boast “autopilot” which they market as a precursor to full
autonomy (using cameras, radar and ultrasonic sensors but not LIDAR as their competitors do).
Through 2018 Q2, Tesla’s share price grew with increased revenues (and losses).

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Contextual Risk Factors

Why look at Tesla in the first place?
… Only so much time in the day, better to look for fertile hunting
grounds than a scattershot approach. This means searching for
“contextual risk factors” that suggest we should take a deeper look.
Some “contextual risk factors” that make Tesla worth digging into…
• High growth (dependent on outside capital)
• Complex structure & opaque reporting
• Management turnover
• CEO/Board red flags

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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High Growth (Dependent on Outside Capital)
Rapidly growing, capex intensive businesses require capital to scale, in particular when they are suffering
substantial and growing losses. Their ability to favorably issue equity hinges on the “growth story”… and if
that story busts, look out below.
With survival often dependent on short-term, quarter-to-quarter results, these high growth
companies will have greater incentive to manipulate results (all else equal).
The SGI (“sales growth index”) has a positive coefficient that is more than 5 standard deviations from
zero, which is consistent with growth companies that are facing growth deceleration having incentives to
manipulate earnings.” Beneish (1999), “Detection of Earnings Manipulation” Financial Analysts Journal
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@FairDinkumCap, Twitter post, 2/23/2019
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Tesla,_Inc.
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Complex Structure & Opaque Reporting
Tesla has an enormously complex structure of subsidiaries, VIE’s and financing arrangements (leasing,
resale value guarantees, etc). Financial reporting can feel purposely opaque, providing neither enough detail to
confirm nor disconfirm our suspicions.
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Complex Structure & Opaque Reporting (cont)
While PwC audits Tesla’s
consolidated financials,
subsidiaries may use local
auditors, e.g. Tesla’s Singapore
entity it moved $610 million
through on 11-Feb-2019 (likely
in relation to the Gigafactory 3
construction in Shanghai).
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https://valueinvestorsclub.com/idea/TESLA_INC/7963661582
https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/UHY-Lee-Seng-Chan-and-Co-Reviews-E1266016.htm
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Management Turnover
When that “growth story” begins to bust, management may begin to leave for multiple “non-nefarious” reasons,
including concern for future job security and/or option heavy pay packages that are less likely to finish “in-themoney”. Certainly a bearish sign on the company’s future, but not necessarily fraud.
However, the shear number of executives fleeing Tesla in recent years is astonishing (these
barely legible lists cover only ~ the last five months)…
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/doe1755m6gyztnc/Tesla%20Executive%20Departures%20List.pdf?dl=0
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Management Turnover (cont)
Another visualization of the massive management turnover at Tesla…
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Management Turnover (cont)
The revolving door at these positions in particular raise red flags…
•

•

•

Chief Financial Officer
• CFO Jason Wheeler leaves in early 2017 after less than 18 months.
• CFO Deepak Ahuja returns, leaves again two years later (unexpectedly announcing
at the tail end of the 2018 Q4 conference call).
• New CFO is Zach Kirkhorn, who at the youthful age of 34 is not expected to
give CEO Elon Musk much pushback.
Chief Accounting Officer
• CAO Eric Branderiz resigned in March 2018 after 18 months on the job.
• Replacement CAO, David Morton, didn’t make it one month. Rather than sign
off on ‘18 Q3 financials, he resigned leaving $10 million in unvested stock
grants on the table.
• New CAO is Vaibhav Taneja, internally promoted from Corporate Controller, also
in his 30’s.
General Counsel
• Dane Butswinkas replaces Todd Maron in December 2018. Leaves by February
2019, sources calling it “a poor cultural fit”. Butswinkas came from reputable
Williams & Connolly (one of the top firms in the country specializing in white
collar criminal defense) and potentially saw something he didn’t like and
decided to escape with his reputation in tact.
• New GC is Jonathan Chang, internally promoted from VP Legal, 40 years old.

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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CEO/Board Red Flags
Tesla CEO Elon Musk is inextricably linked to Tesla… and he’s objectively a fascinating guy...

+

~
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Synchronized landings of two “reusable”
Falcon Heavy boosters.
PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com

Tesla’s can look pretty great (& brand
has helped push along EV revolution).
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CEO/Board Red Flags (cont)
Elon Musk has displayed a willingness to openly lie, especially when his business is under threat (a necessity
he alluded to years ago).
His most brazen 18-Q3 lie… a fake go-private
announcement he had run by no board members or
potential funders. Tesla slowly walked this back over the
following weeks and Musk was forced to settle with the
SEC in late September, subsequently taunting them and
refusing to follow the settlement terms (hence the SEC
asking he be held in contempt in March 2019).
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CEO/Board Red Flags (cont)
More lies…
SolarCity (SCTY)
• In November 2016, Musk orchestrates bailout
of SolarCity (via merger with Tesla), a failing
entity founded by his cousins which he owned
20% of (and served as Chairman).
• Musk had personally borrowed against his
SolarCity holdings and used SpaceX funds to
purchase SolarCity bonds.
• Board signs off on $2.6 billion acquisition ~
one week after the SEC begins inquiring about
SolarCity’s accounting/liquidity.
• As the market sours on deal prior to its
completion, Musk infamously holds solar
shingle press conference, a faked product
still not commercially available... The solar
business has continued its decline.
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• Model 3 Production – Musk has repeatedly made materially false and misleading
statements related to Tesla’s Model 3 production capacity, helping draw in $4.4
billion in net cash from financing activities during 2017. The WSJ reported in October
2018 this was now the subject of an ongoing FBI/DOJ investigation.
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< 3,000 produced ALL of 2017
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CEO/Board Red Flags (cont)
Elon Musk routinely displays reckless and undisciplined behavior for someone overseeing 40,000+ employees.
• Constant sparring with “shorts” and media (generally a red flag)…

HIGH
GROWTH
COMPLEX/
OPAQUE
• In July 2018, after a failed PR stunt surrounding the rescue operation of a trapped Thai
soccer team, Musk launched a Twitter tirade calling one of the diver rescuers (Vernon
Unsworth) a “pedo”. After deleting the tweets, he doubled down again in August
tweeting… “You don’t think it’s strange he hasn’t sued me?” Unsworth promptly sued.
• Personal liquidity issues? In late 2018 / early 2019, Musk took out $61 million in
mortgages against his five California homes, did a $50 million sale/leaseback of his
corporate jet and (allegedly) attempted to borrow against his SpaceX shares. He has
historically borrowed aggressively against his Tesla shares (last disclosure 40% of his
shares) leaving him at risk of a margin call should Tesla’s share price decline.

MGMT
TURNOVER
CEO/BOARD
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“Put me down as saying I've always been afraid of the guy whose IQ is 190 and he thinks it's 250. I like to
think there’s a little of that risk with Elon.” - Charlie Munger (2014)
PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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CEO/Board Red Flags (cont)
What about the board “overseeing” Elon?
Non-Executive Directors

Share Ownership
(as of Feb 2019)

Robyn Denholm

Equity Value
(3/14/19)

For perspective, no Ford, GM or
Amazon board members are
compensated > $1M.

Avg Comp Avg Comp to
(2014 - 2017) Equity Ratio Shareholder Alignment
No alignment... Serves as
- $ 4,281,915
-chairwoman!

-

$

Brad Buss

13,348

$

3,870,386 $ 2,092,634

54.1%

Insufficient alignment.

Ira Ehrenpreis

15,272

$

4,428,269 $ 1,838,046

41.5%

Insufficient alignment.

Lawrence Ellison

3,000,000 $ 869,880,000

Antonio Gracias

Unknown

James Murdoch

-

$

148,333

$

Linda Johnson Rice

-

$

-

$ 1,933,914

--

No alignment.

Kathleen Wilson-Thompson

-

$

-

--

--

No alignment (yet… recently
added to board).

104,243

$

Kimbal Musk

Stephen Jurvetson

Invested in Theranos,
pushed out of his VC
firm after MeToo
controversy.
PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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--

--

$ 2,475,751

--

Ownership via fund structures,
personal stake unclear.

-

$ 1,926,972

--

No alignment.

43,010,637 $ 1,261,515

30,226,300 $ 1,544,621

Elon’s brother, entire
stake pledged against
personal
indebtedness.

2.9%

5.1%

Also, invested in
Theranos, describes
Elon as “very close
friend”.
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2018 Q3 – Elon Promises & Delivers
On October 24, 2018, Tesla
announced their 2018 Q3 earnings,
subsequently filing their supporting
10-Q (i.e. full financials and
footnotes) on November 1st… and
delivered on Elon’s promises
throughout 2018 they would be
profitable and cash flow positive.

Tesla Earnings 8-K 10/24/2018

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Too Good To Be True?
According to Tesla’s
reported results, in just one
quarter they reduced total
SG&A and R&D expense by
11% despite 71% revenue
growth, transitioning
overnight into one of the
premier operators in the
auto manufacturing space...

Company
Volvo AB
Bayerische Motoren Werke AG
Toyota Motor Corp
Honda Motor Co Ltd
Daimler AG
Subaru Corp
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles N.V.
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.
Hyundai Motor Company
General Motors Co
Mazda Motor Corp.
Volkswagen AG
KIA Motors Corporation
Ford Motor Co
Tesla, Inc.

2018 Q2
Revenue
EBIT
(USD, mn)
Margin
11,943
12%
29,798
11%
67,450
9%
36,865
7%
48,534
7%
6,497
6%
34,526
4%
24,887
4%
22,894
4%
36,760
4%
7,998
4%
72,819
3%
13,026
2%
38,920
1%
4,002
-16%

Company
Volvo AB
Toyota Motor Corp
Bayerische Motoren Werke AG
Tesla, Inc.
Honda Motor Co Ltd
Daimler AG
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles N.V.
Volkswagen AG
General Motors Co
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.
Ford Motor Co
Hyundai Motor Company
KIA Motors Corporation
Subaru Corp
Mazda Motor Corp.

2018 Q3
Revenue
EBIT
(USD, mn)
Margin
10,314
11%
65,619
8%
28,769
7%
6,824
6%
34,480
6%
46,753
5%
32,084
3%
64,181
3%
35,791
3%
25,275
2%
37,666
2%
21,806
1%
12,560
1%
6,979
0%
7,683
-1%

Source: Sentieo

… despite an inefficient US auto plant running
at 64% production capacity on the outskirts of
labor-expensive Silicon Valley.
By itself, we may write this off as “operating
leverage” or “short-term noise”. But combined
with the aforementioned “contextual risk
factors”, it’s worth diving in a bit more…
@ElonBachman, Twitter post, 3/1/2019

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Where Are the Bodies Buried?
Over a given period, equity goes up for what investors put in (share issuance)
and down for what they take out (dividends & share repurchases) … The
remaining balance (net comprehensive income) is a glorified plug number.

Source: Google

So if Tesla has inflated its financial
position as of 30-Sep-2018, the
bodies will be buried in net
overstated assets and/or
understated liabilities*… with
the opposing net credit dropped
into the income statement.
* Including noncontrolling interests in
subsidiaries and off-balance sheet
commitments/contingencies.

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com

USD 000's

30-Sep-2018

30-Jun-2018

Increase
(Decrease)

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets
Operating lease vehicles, net
Solar energy systems, leased and to be leased, net
Property, plant and equipment, net
Goodwill and intangible assets, net
MyPower customer notes receivable, net of current portion
Restricted cash, net of current portion
Other assets
Total assets

2,967,504
158,627
1,155,001
3,314,127
325,232
7,920,491
2,186,137
6,301,537
11,246,295
356,702
422,897
396,835
431,819
29,262,713

2,236,424
146,822
569,874
3,324,643
422,034
6,699,797
2,282,047
6,340,031
10,969,348
364,690
434,841
399,992
419,254
27,910,000

731,080
11,805
585,127
(10,516)
(96,802)
1,220,694
(95,910)
(38,494)
276,947
(7,988)
(11,944)
(3,157)
12,565
1,352,713

Liabilities
Accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other
Deferred revenue
Resale value guarantees
Customer deposits
Current portion of long-term debt and capital leases
Total current liabilities
Long-term debt and capital leases, net of current portion
Deferred revenue, net of current portion
Resale value guarantees, net of current portion
Other long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Redeemable noncontrolling interests in subsidiaries
Noncontrolling interests in subsidiaries
Stockholders' equity
Total liabilities and equity

5,587,079
570,920
604,949
905,838
2,106,538
9,775,324
9,672,613
950,126
455,762
2,555,319
23,409,144
551,264
793,467
4,508,838
29,262,713

4,845,472
576,321
674,255
942,129
2,103,185
9,141,362
9,513,390
795,820
584,857
2,607,458
22,642,887
539,536
821,156
3,906,421
27,910,000

741,607
(5,401)
(69,306)
(36,291)
3,353
633,962
159,223
154,306
(129,095)
(52,139)
766,257
11,728
(27,689)
602,417
1,352,713
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Accounts Receivable
USD 000's

Frauds love hiding questionable
transactions in accounts receivable. For
a car company like Tesla (90% of revenues
automotive, no direct financing arm), would
they let so many cars drive “off the lot”
without receiving cash?
Most importantly, who is this?!
Tesla doesn’t bother to disclose any detail.

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets
Operating lease vehicles, net
Solar energy systems, leased and to be leased, net
Property, plant and equipment, net
Goodwill and intangible assets, net
MyPower customer notes receivable, net of current portion
Restricted cash, net of current portion
Other assets
Total assets

30-Sep-2018
2,967,504
158,627
1,155,001
3,314,127
325,232
7,920,491
2,186,137
6,301,537
11,246,295
356,702
422,897
396,835
431,819
29,262,713

30-Jun-2018
2,236,424
146,822
569,874
3,324,643
422,034
6,699,797
2,282,047
6,340,031
10,969,348
364,690
434,841
399,992
419,254
27,910,000

Increase
(Decrease)
731,080
11,805
585,127
(10,516)
(96,802)
1,220,694
(95,910)
(38,494)
276,947
(7,988)
(11,944)
(3,157)
12,565
1,352,713

Source: Tesla FY18 Q2 10-Q

Source: Tesla FY18 Q3 10-Q

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Accounts Receivable (cont)

Source: Sentieo

Closest thing we get to an “answer” on the receivable increase comes when Deepak answers
a question nobody asked on the Q3 conference call...
… Unfortunately the last time a quarter ended on a Sunday was 2017 Q4 which had seen a
15% sequential decline in receivables.

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Property, Plant and Equipment
Another place a fraud can
manufacture profit…
capitalizing expenses.
Companies are given wide latitude
in determining what to expense in
the current period (lowering
income) or capitalize on the
balance sheet (increasing income
by deferring expense realization
over an asset’s depreciable life).

USD 000's
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets
Operating lease vehicles, net
Solar energy systems, leased and to be leased, net
Property, plant and equipment, net
Goodwill and intangible assets, net
MyPower customer notes receivable, net of current portion
Restricted cash, net of current portion
Other assets
Total assets

30-Sep-2018
2,967,504
158,627
1,155,001
3,314,127
325,232
7,920,491
2,186,137
6,301,537
11,246,295
356,702
422,897
396,835
431,819
29,262,713

30-Jun-2018
2,236,424
146,822
569,874
3,324,643
422,034
6,699,797
2,282,047
6,340,031
10,969,348
364,690
434,841
399,992
419,254
27,910,000

Increase
(Decrease)
731,080
11,805
585,127
(10,516)
(96,802)
1,220,694
(95,910)
(38,494)
276,947
(7,988)
(11,944)
(3,157)
12,565
1,352,713

Tesla had no major capital
projects peaking during 2018
Q3. Model 3 production had
already ramped up and
Gigafactory 3 spending (the
proposed factory in China) wasn’t
due to begin until 2019.
PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Property, Plant and Equipment (cont)
Model 3 ramp up
done and production
maxes out around
5,000 model 3’s per
week by June 2018…
… Why is Tesla still
capitalizing almost $1
billion in expenses in
Q3 despite no major
active capital project?
Most expense
dumped in general
equipment category.
10-Q is light on
details (only ~ $200
million relates to
Gigafactory 1).

Source: Tesla FY18 Q3 10-Q (Redlined vs. Q2)
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Property, Plant and Equipment (cont)
One example of a game that can be played with PP&E…

This would be ~ 1,300 cars based on average sale price or ~ 1 in every 60 produced during Q3.
Given the known production/quality issues, were some of these “lemons” which should have been
written down? If the cars were built with the intention of becoming service loaners in the first
place, why didn’t they go straight to PP&E?

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Cash and Cash Equivalents
Between a $585 million increase in A/R and a $277
million increase in PP&E, Tesla has plenty of
room to manufacture $255 million in net income.
But what about cash? Tesla announced $881
million in free cash flow, increasing overall cash by
$740 million. Doesn’t this support their reported
net income?
Not necessarily… Implied average cash (inferred
based on interest income and prevailing rates)
continues to fall below quarter-end reported cash.

30-Sep-2018

USD 000's
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets
Operating lease vehicles, net
Solar energy systems, leased and to be leased, net
Property, plant and equipment, net
Goodwill and intangible assets, net
MyPower customer notes receivable, net of current portion
Restricted cash, net of current portion
Other assets
Total assets

2,967,504
158,627
1,155,001
3,314,127
325,232
7,920,491
2,186,137
6,301,537
11,246,295
356,702
422,897
396,835
431,819
29,262,713

30-Jun-2018
2,236,424
146,822
569,874
3,324,643
422,034
6,699,797
2,282,047
6,340,031
10,969,348
364,690
434,841
399,992
419,254
27,910,000

Increase
(Decrease)
731,080
11,805
585,127
(10,516)
(96,802)
1,220,694
(95,910)
(38,494)
276,947
(7,988)
(11,944)
(3,157)
12,565
1,352,713

@Infarct_Invest, Twitter post, 2/12/2019

Not necessarily.

https://ftalphaville.ft.com/2019/03/05/1551787633000/How-much-does-Tesla-have-in-the-bank-/
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Cash and Cash Equivalents (cont)
A simple explanation is Tesla was simply
delaying payments. The entire cash
balance increase ($740 million)
approximates the increase in A/P and other
accrued liabilities ($742 million).

@temp_worker, Twitter post, ~ August 2018

Note the surge in mechanic’s liens filed
related to Tesla’s Fremont manufacturing
plant through August 2018.
Concerns among Tesla’s suppliers were wellpublicized during Q3 (e.g. Wall St Journal
excerpt below).

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Cash and Cash Equivalents (cont)
Another potential explanation… Tesla has been
systemically delaying customer refunds. Given
it appeared (and is now confirmed) that Tesla’s
backlog had begun to diminish during Q3, one
would have expected customer deposits to decline
more substantially than ~ 4%.

USD 000's
Liabilities
Accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other
Deferred revenue
Resale value guarantees
Customer deposits
Current portion of long-term debt and capital leases
Total current liabilities

30-Sep-2018
5,587,079
570,920
604,949
905,838
2,106,538
9,775,324

30-Jun-2018
4,845,472
576,321
674,255
942,129
2,103,185
9,141,362

Increase
(Decrease)
741,607
(5,401)
(69,306)
(36,291)
3,353
633,962

There is plenty of anecdotal evidence customers
are struggling with refunds…

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Cash and Cash Equivalents (cont)
A more conspiratorial explanation… Tesla has engaged in fraud related to its ABL (i.e. its senior asset-based
revolving credit agreement). As of 18-Q3, Tesla was able to borrow up to $1.8 billion from a syndicate of
banks led by Deutsche Bank. Under the ABL, Tesla can borrow against inventory (i.e. unsold vehicles).
The fraud would work like this…
• Tesla receives cash and delivers car to customer with temporary tags… however delays registering the vehicle.
• Until the car has been registered/titled, the ABL lenders have no way of confirming a specific VIN has been
sold and Tesla can delay paying down the ABL. (By the same method, they can also delay remitting sales tax.)
The evidence of this is a “VIN Gap” dutifully monitored by Twitter-user @TeslaCharts…

@TeslaCharts, Twitter post, 1/20/2019
@TeslaCharts, Twitter post, 12/14/2018

Continued…
PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Cash and Cash Equivalents (cont)
The “VIN Gap” question remains unanswered to this day….
… Why did Tesla forget how
to register vehicles in a
timely manner beginning in
Q3 2018?

@TeslaCharts, Twitter post, 3/3/2019

@TeslaCharts, Twitter post, 2/19/2019

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Some Other Issues in the Q3-18 Books
• Substantial decrease in
warranty reserves
(provision per car delivered)
in Q3 despite increasing
costs to insure and Model 3
quality concerns.
(Consumer Report’s ratings
known to track very closely as a
predictor of warranty spend.)

• Effective 2018, Tesla
adopted a new accounting
standard (ASC 606)
impacting sales to customers
with a resale value guarantee.
Net this change increased
Q3 net income and
decreased the year-to-date
loss.

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Where Are Things in Mid-March 2019
After blowing through much of the
remaining US Model 3 backlog in Q4,
demand has collapsed (with ~ 1
month’s production of backlog in
Europe and virtually no demand yet in
China).
Tesla’s response has been price cuts (~
20% on average the past three months),
layoffs and store closures, briefly stating
they would switch to 100% online sales
despite the 10-K stating store visibility
was core to their marketing strategy ~
10 days earlier. (Making matters worse
legally, these items were all disclosed on a Reg
FD violating private conference call.)

- Elon Musk, 2018 Q4 Conference Call

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Where Are Things in Mid-March 2019 (cont)
And for the fraud watchlist… following deposits way below expectations for the Model 3SR/3SR+, the Model
Y was unveiled March 14th, 2019. Essentially the Model 3.00001, available in ~ two years but send in “deposits”
today! Note: Tesla doesn’t segregate customer deposits (i.e. unsecured loans).

How does Tesla plan to account for “Pre-Order
Payment” on non-existent car if “not a deposit”?

PFH Capital | www.pfhcap.com
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Final Summary
• Tesla’s contextual risk factors make a deeper dive into its financials worthwhile…
o High growth (dependent on outside capital)
o Complex structure & opaque reporting
o Management turnover
o CEO/Board red flags
• Tesla’s 2018 Q3 results present multiple red flags, but they do not provide enough
information (intentionally or unintentionally) to draw strong conclusions…
o Material increase in A/R, including > 10% from a single party whose identity is
undisclosed.
o Potential over-capitalization of expenses to decrease current period cost.
o Possibility cash has been temporarily inflated through variety of methods near
quarter-end to make balance sheet and cash flow appear healthier than reality.
• Tesla reported a slightly reduced profit in 2018 Q4 (essentially breakeven), but worked
through their remaining Model 3 backlog and are showing a massive sales decrease in
2019 Q1 so far. If games were played in Q3/Q4, that should become apparent soon.
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